Diagram for wiring a light switch

How to wire a 2 way switch. Wiring a 2-way switch is about as simple as it gets when it comes to
basic house wiring. First of all we need to go over a little terminology so you know exactly what
is being discussed. It should also help in understanding the functions of each type of switch.
The cable consist of a black wire, a white wire and a bare copper wire. When wiring a 2-way
switch circuit, all we want to do is to control the black wire hot wire to turn on and off the load.
Now in the diagram above, The power source is coming in from the left. Notice the black wire is
the only wire that we are controlling through the 2-way switch. You have an incoming hot wire
black going to one screw it does not matter if you use the brass or silver screw on the side of
the 2-way switch and a black wire from the other screw on the 2-way switch going to the load
light, ceiling fan etc.. The white wires are wire nutted together so they can continue the circuit.
Now as for the ground wire. It is very important to connect the ground wire to the switch as well.
The Green screw on the 2-way switch is for the ground so all ground wires should be connected
as seen below. All ground wires bare copper are all now connected incoming ground, load
ground and switch ground. This makes for a safe protected circuit by having all grounds intact.
So what have we accomplished. By wiring a 2-way switch, The circuit below shows the basic
concept of electricity flow to the load. Let's assume the load you are controlling is a light. The
electricity flows from the hot wire black through the 2-way switch shown in off position and then
to the light and returns through the neutral wire white. This is a completed circuit. Now by
understanding the diagram above, go up to the top diagram and by using the concept shown
here, just use your mouse pointer on that diagram and follow the flow from black wire hot wire
to the load and return through the white wire neutral. This should give you a good basic
understanding how the 2-way switch circuit works and will help you in adding or changing a
2-way switch. So now that you have a basic concept of wiring a 2-way switch, let's look at the
following 2-way switch diagrams to see which type of circuit scenario you have. After you have
pulled your switch out from the wall, the wires in the box and connecting to the switch should
look like one of the following. How To Wire It. Here's How. Power to the switch. Pow er from the
lights. First of all we should connect the ground wires to the box. If the light switch has a
ground screw on it usually green and at the bottom of the switch , connect it now. Second twist
the two white wires together and screw on a wire nut. It is usually a good idea to put some black
electrical tape around the nut to make sure it doesn't come off. These wires hold the power.
Connect the "source" wire to the bottom terminal of the switch and the other black wire to the
top terminal. In this picture, you can see the strip gauge on the back of the switch. This gauge is
when you want to use the "quick-connect" method when wiring a light switch. Simply strip the
wire to the length specified and push the wire into the hole. That's it. Simple, eh? Turn the
power back on and test your switch. Oh yes, I see the light! Put your switch plate cover on and
you are done! Click here for Power At Switch Diagram. Hey, doing it yourself is great but if you
are unsure of the advice given or the methods in which to job is done This site is merely a
collection of how some people do home improvements. There is no way we can anticipate every
situation and we do our best to inform of any risks for each job. Be sure to check local building
codes for proper installation and permits. If in doubt, hire it out. Want to turn a lamp on with a
light switch? Sometimes it is handy to have an outlet controlled by a switch. Step by step
instructions on how to wire a switched outlet. Looking to have an outlet be controlled by a
switch? Follow my switched outlet wiring diagram to learn how. Looking for ceiling fan
installation wiring? All the diagrams needed to understand and confidently install a ceiling fan.
Home Telephone Wiring. How to Wire a Plug. Wiring a 3 Way Switch. Questions or Comments?
If you have the chance, wire your lights this way as it is the easiest scenario. Recent Articles.
Visitor's Favorite Pages. This light switch wiring diagram page will help you to master one of
the most basic do it yourself projects around your house Wiring a single pole light switch. Hey,
doing it yourself is great but if you are unsure of the advice given or the methods in which to
job is done This site is merely a collection of how some people do home improvements. There
is no way we can anticipate every situation and we do our best to inform of any risks for each
job. Be sure to check local building codes for proper installation and permits. If in doubt, hire it
out. Want to turn a lamp on with a light switch? Sometimes it is handy to have an outlet
controlled by a switch. Step by step instructions on how to wire a switched outlet. Looking to
have an outlet be controlled by a switch? Follow my switched outlet wiring diagram to learn
how. Looking for ceiling fan installation wiring? All the diagrams needed to understand and
confidently install a ceiling fan. Wiring a 3 Way Switch. How to Solder Copper Pipe. Wiring a
Light Switch. Questions or Comments? Recent Articles. Visitors Favorite Pages. Wiring light
switch is first step which learn by a electrician or electrical student. This connection is very
simple connection and most used in electrical house wiring. This connection can be done by
one way switch, a light bulb socket, light bulb and electric wires. From this post you complete
learn about light switch wiring with a simple diagram and video tutorial in English language.

And this will be complete guide of wiring a light switch. The wiring of light switch is very simple
connection but before we start the wiring connection. First I want to highlight those things
which we use for doing this connection. We use a one way switch single way switch which is
normally open contacts internally. And when you move or push switch, the switch make
internally close contacts. One thing more to wire a light switch the first thing which we need the
electric supply. We can get supply from the main distribution board or other place where we
have the power source connection point. But before you are going to start work and getting the
power supply. We need to switch off the main circuit breaker. And then start work because in
electrical work the most important thing is safety and protection. So safety first. First switch off
the main circuit breaker to want to start work, if your wiring in conduit then use steel wire to
move pass the electric cables foam conduit pipes. One thing more to wire a light switch with AC
current Alternating current we will start our work with three color electric wires which are red,
black and Green. Mostly we use these color code for single phase wiring installation where red
is used for phase hot wire black for neutral and green for earth or ground. If you are using the
metal junction box then connect the earthling wire, however in some place the one way switch
body are made for metal so we need earth wire for switch body. As I told in above words that in
electrical works the most important thing safety and protection and earthling system is a good
protection system. So always install the earthling system in every electrical installation. Come
to wiring connection. Wiring of a light switch is very simple and easy connection. You need to
connect your neutral wire to light socket and hot wire to the switch and from the switch you
connect the wire to light bulb socket other free terminal and ground wire to the one way switch
earthling point as I shown in the below diagram. The above wiring a light switch connection is
too simple. However if you want more explanation or guide the watch the below video tutorial
which is in English language. After watching the above video tutorial in English language. I
hope now you will be completely understood wiring light switch. However if you have any
question or want to gave us some suggestion then you can use the below commenting system
box. Wiring lights in series. Wiring lights in parallel. Your email address will not be published.
Tags: Electrical Wiring. Add a Comment Cancel reply Your email address will not be published.
By code, the number of conductors allowed in a box are limited depending on box size and wire
gauge. Calculate total conductors allowed in a box before adding new wiring, etc. Check local
regulations for restrictions and permit requirements before beginning electrical work. The user
of this information is responsible for following all applicable regulations and best practices
when performing electrical work. If the user is unable to perform electrical work themselves, a
qualified electrician should be consulted. How to Read These Diagrams. This page contains
wiring diagrams for household light switches and includes: a switch loop, single-pole switches,
light dimmer, and a few choices for wiring a outlet switch combo device. Also included are
wiring arrangements for multiple light fixtures controlled by one switch, two switches on one
box, and a split receptacle controlled by two switches. When the electrical source originates at
a light fixture and is controlled from a remote location, a switch loop is used. This circuit is
wired with a 2-wire cable running from the light to the switch location. The neutral from the
source is connected directly to the neutral terminal on the light and the source hot is spliced
with the white loop wire. The white wire is marked black on both ends to identify it as hot. At
SW1 it is connected to one of the terminals. The black loop wire is connected to the other
terminal and at the light, to the hot terminal on the fixture. This is an updated version of the first
arrangement. Because the electrical code as of the NEC update requires a neutral wire in most
new switch boxes, a 3-wire cable runs between the light and switch. The red and black are used
for hot and the white neutral wire at the switch box allows for powering a timer, remote control,
or other programmable switch. Here a single-pole switch controls the power to a light fixture.
The source is at the switch and 2-wire cable runs from there to the light. The source hot wire is
connected to a switch terminal and the other terminal is connected to the black cable wire. The
neutral wire from the source is spliced to the white cable wire and continues on to the light. At
the light, the white wire connects to the neutral terminal and the black wire connects to the hot.
Here two switches are wired in the same box to control two separate lights. The source is at the
switch box and a 2-wire cable is run to each light. One source is spliced to each switch with a
pigtail to power the two lights. This diagram illustrates wiring for one switch to control 2 or
more lights. The source is at SW1 and 2-wire cable runs from there to the fixtures. The hot and
neutral terminals on each fixture are spliced with a pigtail to the circuit wires which then
continue on to the next light. This is the simplest arrangement for more than one light on a
single switch. A rheostat, or dimmer, makes it possible to vary the current flowing to a light
fixture thereby varying the intensity of the light. The dimmer switch will have stranded wires
that must be sliced to the solid cable wiring in a pigtail fashion. A device like this should only be
used with an incandescent light fixture and not with a ceiling fan or other motor. See wiring a

speed controller for wiring a rheostat to control fan speed. To wire this circuit, 2-wire cable runs
from the dimmer to the light. The source is at the dimmer and the hot wire is spliced to one hot
wire on the device. The other wire from the dimmer is spliced to the black cable wire which runs
on to the hot terminal on the light. The source neutral wire is spliced to the white cable wire
which continues on to the neutral terminal on the light. Here a receptacle outlet is controlled
with a single-pole switch. This is commonly used to turn a table lamp on and off when entering
a room. In this diagram, 2-wire cable runs between SW1 and the outlet. The source is at SW1
and the hot wire is connected to one of the terminals there. The other switch terminal is
connected to the black cable wire running to the hot terminal on the receptacle. The source
neutral is spliced in the switch box with the white cable wire running to the neutral on the
receptacle. This diagram illustrates the wiring for a split receptacle with the top half controlled
by SW1 and the bottom half always hot. The receptacle is split by breaking the connecting tab
between the two, brass colored terminals. The tab between the neutral, silver terminals should
remain intact. Here, the source is at the outlet and 2-wire cable runs from there to SW1. The
circuit neutral wire is connected to one of the neutral terminals on the outlet, it doesn't run to
the switch. The hot source is spliced to a pigtail that connect to the bottom, always-hot half on
the receptacle and to the white cable wire running to SW1. The black cable wire runs to the SW1
connecting it to the hot on the top half of the split outlet. In this updated diagram, 3-wire cable
runs between the receptacle and switch and the red cable wire is used to carry the hot source to
the switch. The neutral from the source is spliced through to the switch box using the white
wire and in this diagram, the white wire is capped with a wire nut. This represents a change in
the NEC code that requires a neutral wire in most new switch boxes. If you are running a new
circuit, check the electrical code to understand this and any other updates to the required
procedure. In this circuit, a split receptacle is controlled by two separate switches. With this
arrangement, two lamps can be plugged into the same outlet and each can be controlled
separately from two different locations. Here again, the connecting tab between the receptacle
terminals is broken off and the neutral tab remains intact. The source is at SW1 and 3-wire cable
runs from there to the outlet, 2-wire cable runs from there to SW2. The source hot wire is
spliced with a pigtail to SW1 and to the black wire running to the receptacle box. At the box, the
black wire is spliced with the white wire running to SW2. The white wire is mark black on both
ends to identify it as hot. The red cable wire runs from SW1 to the hot terminal on the top half of
the split receptacle. The source neutral is spliced to the white wire running to the neutral on the
receptacle. It doesn't matter which one, only one connection is needed. From the receptacle, the
black cable wire running to SW2 is connected to the hot terminal on the bottom half and to the
switch at the other end. In this updated diagram, 3-wire cable runs between the receptacle and
SW2 to allow for splicing the neutral source through to the second switch box. Here the white is
not used for hot but instead the black wire serves that purpose for the second switch. The red
wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the bottom half of the receptacle and to the switch at the
other end. In this diagram, two 3 way switches control a wall receptacle outlet that may be used
to control a lamp from two entrances to a room. This circuit is wired the same way as the 3 way
lights at this link. Three-wire cable runs between the switches and the outlet. The source is at
the SW1 where the hot is connected to the common terminal and the neutral spliced through to
the neutral on the outlet. The red and black wires running from SW1 to the outlet are used as
travelers. At the outlet, the travelers are spliced to run to SW2 using the red and white wires in
that cable. The black wire to SW2 is connected to the hot on the receptacle and to the common
on SW2 at the other end. An outlet switch combo device is handy when you need both but you
only have one box available. Like the split receptacles previously mentioned, these devices
make use of a removable connector between the two hot terminals to divide it when needed.
When intact and wired to one hot source wire, the combo can be used to turn a light off and on
while the receptacle will be constantly hot. Check here to see wiring diagrams for a gfci outlet
switch combo when you need a device like this with ground fault protection in a kitchen,
bathroom, or laundry room. This diagram shows the first wiring option for this device. In this
arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot terminals remains intact. The source is at the
device and the hot is connected directly to one of the hot terminals, it doesn't matter which one.
Two-wire cable runs from the combo to the light fixture and the switch output is connected to
the black wire running to the fixture hot terminal. The source neutral wire is spliced to the
neutral on the receptacle half of the combo device and to the white cable wire running to the
light. At the light, it connects to the neutral terminal. If you have a second device in the same
box with the combo switch, you can wire them together as illustrated in this diagram. We use a
receptacle here but any device such as a switch, timer, etc. The tab on the combo remains intact
and the source hot is spliced with a pigtail to the hot terminals on each device in the box. The
source neutral is spliced with a pigtail to the two devices and to the white wire running to the

fixture neutral terminal. The combo switch output is connected to the black wire running to the
fixture hot terminal. This is another option for wiring a combo device where two electrical
sources are used. In this arrangement, the connecting tab between the hot terminals on the
device is broken off to separate the two. The switch controls a light and the receptacle half of
the combo device is always hot. Source 1 comes in at the light fixture and a 3-wire cable is run
from there to the switch half on the device. The hot from the source is spliced to the black wire
running to the combo and to the input side of the switch. The white neutral from the source is
connected directly to the light fixture. The red wire from the light is connected to the output on
the switch and to the hot terminal on the light at the other end. Source 2 comes in at the combo
device where the hot and neutral wires are connected to their corresponding terminals on the
receptacle half of the device. Lastly, the combo switch can be used to control the built in
receptacle itself, allowing it to function as a switched outlet. This is handy if you want to use the
switch to control a light fixture or other device plugged into the combo. Here the tab between
the two halves is removed and the circuit hot is connected to the input side of the switch. The
switch output is sent to the hot side of the receptacle using a short jumper wire of the same
gauge. The circuit neutral is connected to the neutral side of the receptacle outlet. How to Read
These Diagrams This page contains wiring diagrams for household light switches and includes:
a switch loop, single-pole switches, light dimmer, and a few choices for wiring a outlet switch
combo device. Wiring a Switch Loop When the electrical source originates at a light fixture and
is controlled from a remote location, a switch loop is used. Wiring Two Switches for Two Lights
Here two switches are wired in the same box to control two separate lights. Multiple Light
Wiring Diagram This diagram illustrates wiring for one switch to control 2 or more lights.
Dimmer Switch Wiring Diagram A rheostat, or dimmer, makes it possible to vary the current
flowing to a light fixture thereby varying the intensity of the light. Wiring a Switch to a Wall
Outlet Here a receptacle outlet is controlled with a single-pole switch. Wiring Diagram for a Split
Outlet This diagram illustrates the wiring for a split receptacle with the top half controlled by
SW1 and the bottom half always hot. Wiring a Double Split Switched Outlet In this circuit, a split
receptacle is controlled by two separate switches. Wiring for an Outlet and Switch Combo An
outlet switch combo device is handy when you need both but you only have one box available.
Email Print. Home Page. Control a Receptacle With a Switch. Replacing a Switch. Learning how
to wire a light switch is one of the basic skills that every homeowner should do. As a
homeowner, you will likely need to replace a light switch many times and paying an electrician
is not optimal when you can do it in just a few minutes. Our instructions on how to wire a light
switch for a standard light switch, a three-way light switch and a four-way light switch are
outlined below. It is important to also read the directions that come with your particular light
switch because there may be something different about the one you purchased or a change in
technology that would require a different light switch installation. Before you do anything, you
will need to cut the power to the light switch. If you do not know which breaker feeds your
switch, then just turn on the light and test each breaker until you find the one that turns off your
lights. Important â€” If you are replacing an existing switch, make sure that you take not of how
it is wired before you remove the existing wires. See where the black and white wires are
connected. If there are more wires for a three-way switch, then also keep track of where those
were also connected. You will want to replicate that same wiring scheme when you install the
new switch. First, know what gauge wire you are working with. It will either be 12 or 14 gauge
wire. The wire strippers should have a spot marked for each gauge wire. Next, bend the wire
into a pig tail loop so that you can easily attach to the screws on the light switch. Your switch
may have slots to push the wires straight into place rather than use the screws on the side. A
standard single pole light switch will simply require you to attach the black load wire into it, and
then the black wire leaving the switch and to your lights. The switch serves to cut the power
from reaching the light switch. The white or neutral wire bypasses the switch and goes straight
to your lights. This wire is needed to complete the circuit. The ground wire sometimes in a
green jacket should be connected to your switch and to your lights. When you are finished, it is
a good idea to wrap the switch with electrical tape to cover the connections. This prevents the
chances of an arc in the event that something comes loose in the electrical box. This simple
diagram should provide you with the basic understanding as to how a single pole light switch is
wired. A three-way light switch is one where you have two switches that have the ability to
control the same light or set of lights. There will be an additional wire needed often red to
connect the switches together to a dedicated screw or input on the switch that is specifically
marked for this purpose. Three-way switches will have traveler screws or connection points.
These will be wired from one switch to the other so that the lights will turn on or off regardless
as to which switch you use. The white wires in this situation are just connected together and
never touch the switches. The black wire is going to be connected to the black screw on the

switch. The main wire that will go from one switch to the other should have 4 wires total black,
white, ground and red. Review the diagram below for basic three-way wiring instructions. You
have various options for the wire nuts now. The traditional screw type but now also the push in
wire nuts which are so much easier. No twisting at all and these take up less room inside of
your electrical box. You can purchase these inexpensive yet effective push in wire nuts here on
Amazon. As you can see, wiring a light switch does not have to be complicated. Like any other
home improvement project, it simply requires a little research and patience. If you have any
questions, simply ask down below in the comments. If you are using a dimmer switch, then see
our article on how to choose a dimmer switch before you make your purchase. D o I need an
electrician to install a light switch? Installing a light switch is something that any homeowner
can do if you are comfortable working with electricity. If you are not sure of yourself, then
absolutely hire an electrician. Does it matter which wire goes where on a light switch? It is
important to wire the light switch properly and according to its instructions. It is possible to
cause serious damage to your switch or fixture and even start a fire if you do not wire the
switch correctly. Does the hot wire get connected to the light switch? The hot wire does get
connected to the light switch while the white neutral wire does not. There are some light switch
installations that also have the neutral wire going to the switch. It is hard to install a 4 way light
switch? Installing a 4 way light switch is more complicated and is much easier done during new
construction. Top 50 Lighting Questions. How to Choose the Right Light Bulbs. Basic Lighting
Info. Share 1. Pin About The Author The Tutor. The following simple wiring diagram shows that
how to wire a pilot neon light switch with a lighting point. The correct wiring on a single pole
switch would be black hot , black or red return hot to the fixture. Enjoyed your video on the
three way switch. To achieve this, i cut two pigtails, which are simply short lengths of. Wiring a
3 way switch with multiple lights. Disconnect all three wires or four, if the outlet is grounded
from both switches. Two black wires are going directly into the quick connects. Having multiple
lights wired in parallel will not change your wiring. How does light switch wiring work? Often
times the white wire is used in this situation but it should be if you touch the other black wire
with the switch off with a tester lead and the tester lead to ground the tester light should not
light. When turning off the switch via the circuit breaker, the bedroom light s and the adjacent
master bathroom lights will turn off. Wiring your light switches sounds like a headache for
another person a professional electrician, to be more specific , but it can become a simple task
when some groundwork is laid out for you, as what i am going to do for this article. Wiring a
light switch is very simple. To illustrate the wiring of these switches, switch boxes and fixture
boxes are not shown but are obviously required for so when i put the new switches with the red
wires in the box, what do i do with the red wires? The way a light switch is wired depends on
whether the power comes into the light box or the switch box first. They are wired so that
operation of either switch will control the light. The white neutral wire from the power source
and the white neutral wire that goes to the light fixture get we also need a ground wire
connecting the light switch to the other ground wires. Understanding the basic light switch for
home electrical wiring. The black and red wires are travelers and are connected to the traveler
screw. These link the switch to your light fixture. You'll have to extend the wiring to add more
lights, but it should be fairly obvious. How do you wire a 3 way switch with 4 lights? Learn how
to wire a basic light switch and a 3 way switch with our switch wiring guide. Where i am still
confused isâ€¦. Handyman USA - Wiring a 3-way or 4-way switch from Just a bit of backstory on
why i put this article together: The white neutral wire from the power source and the white
neutral wire that goes to the light fixture get we also need a ground wire connecting the light
switch to the other ground wires. Mark both ends of this wire by wrapping it with black
electrical. With more than two lights it might be easier to follow their second diagram. Wiring 3
way switches seems to be the most popular topic so i've included lots of diagrams for those.
How to wire 3 way light switch, in this video we explain how three way switching works to
connect a light fitting which is controlled with two light. In box 1, disconnect a wire on the old
switch and attach it to the correct terminal on the new one. The hot wire from light always goes
to the common terminal of the second switch. To add more light fixtures simply use the same
wires that to the existing fixture and extend them. A four way switch lighting circuit with power
feed via the light switch to control a light from 3 locations. Methodically dealing with one wire at
a time will help avoid confusion. Is there a 3 way switch diagram with three lights in the circuit?
In this circuit, two light fixtures are shown but more can be added by duplicating the wiring
arrangement between the fixtures for each additional light. The wiring diagram clearly shows
that the live line or hot wire is connected to on the black terminal on line side. By
shoptubularkey February 21, Newer Older. Related Posts There is no other posts in this
category. Search This Blog. Archive February Fender Stratocaster Wiring Diagrams : Fender '
Ford Mustang Engine Diagram : My mustang gt r January December Subscribe Our Newsletter.

Please Note: To illustrate the wiring of these switches, Switch Boxes and Fixture Boxes are not
shown but are obviously required for every application. These diagrams are shown as using the
Romex wiring method. These Romex cables contain a ground conductor which is required for
all applications as well. The ground conductors are always bonded together to insure the
integrity of the ground path. If you are using metal boxes, the ground conductor must be
attached to each box by using a threaded ground screw or provided attachment. The frames of
the switches which have a ground screw are to be attached to the ground conductor as
required. Explanation of Wiring Diagram 1. Question: Your example shows 2 wire Romex but
most Romex I have seen has three wires one white-one black and an un-shrouded copper
ground wire. What is the correct connection for this ground wire? Answer: As explained in this
page above: These Type-NM cables contain a ground conductor which is required for all
applications as well. I have an existing light switch, and I want to add a second switch for a new
light that will be operated separately. The power comes into the switch which operates a single
light at the end of the circuit. Is there a simple way to do this or should I get an electrician? The
task of installing additional wiring for a light switch and new light fixture will depend on
available access to the proposed location. Hiring a qualified electrician will ensure that the
installation is performed correctly where the existing circuit wires will be identified, and new
circuit wiring will be extended to the new light switch and then out to the new light fixture.
Special attention will be given to the existing circuit capacity, the wire type and size, as well as
making sure the additional wiring is protected and installed according to all the electrical codes
that will apply. Question from Denny, a Handyman in Sudbury Ontario Canada, Canada: How do
I close off an existing light and add two new lights off of the existing light switch? I have a
single light on a single switch in my kitchen ceiling. I want to close off the existing light and run
two new lights off of the existing light box. It is not far from the existing light, so will I need to
run wire from existing box to the two new boxes. How do I close it off? The easiest way to add
new light fixtures is to run the new wiring to the existing light fixture, splice the wires together
as the old fixture was connected and then place a decorative blank cover over the fixture box.
Arlington makes a white blank fixture box cover that works very well for this type of application.
If you would like to remove the light fixture box, and there is access to the attic area then the
fixture box could be removed, and the wiring installed into a new junction box located in an
accessible location where the new wiring for the additional light fixtures may be connected. The
new junction box must be securely mounted and an blank cover must be installed after all the
wiring connections have been completed. Question from Rob, a Homeowner in Ottawa Canada:
I have what I am sure is a simple question, but I want to be sure as the new light switches I want
to install are expensive digital switches. The new switches are obviously meant to be 3-way as
they have a Red wire in addition to Black, White, Green. The old switches are not 3-way though
and the electrical box they are in does not even have RED wires. The one old switch is the only
switch controlling one light, while the other old switch is the only switch controlling three other
lights. My guess would be that I just cap off the Red wires from the new switches as they are not
needed, but I do want to be sure. You are correct, when s new switch will not be used as a 3-way
switch the Red wire is capped off with a small wire connector or electrical tape. Question: Can
one single pole switch control another single pole switch? Dennis from Denver, Colorado asks:
Under the International Electrical Code, is it permissible for one single pole switch to control
another single pole switch? Answer: Two single pole switches controlling each other and a light
fixture would not function correctly therefore technically it would not be compliant with
electrical codes. In a situation such as this you should consider the option of installing a
matched pair of Master and Slave switches which will act just like two three way switches. This
type of switch may be found at most hardware stores or electrical supply distributor. Ask a
Question! See How to Wire it Right! Estimated Time: Depends on personal level of experience,
ability to work with hand tools used for wiring switches, and the available access to the project
area. Electric Switch Parts and Materials: Electrical parts and materials for wiring switches
should be approved for the specific project and compliant with local and national electrical
codes. Electrical Codes and Inspections: Installing additional electrical wiring for light switches
should be done according to local and national electrical codes with a permit and be inspected.
Do You Need Electrical Help? Wiring a Single Pole Switch Question: Your example shows 2 wire
Romex but most Romex I have seen has three wires one white-one black and an un-shrouded
copper ground wire. Jerry, Answer: As explained in this page above: These Type-NM cables
contain a ground conductor which is required for all applications as well. Sometimes when I flip
either switch, the light does not come on or it flickers and then turns onâ€¦ My light fixture does
not work right, what is wrong? I just put up a new light fixture. The light switch was off, I put the
new bulb in and light was onâ€¦ How to Wire an Outlet from a Switch Wiring Electrical Outlet for
the Home â€” Home electrical which wiring includes volt outlets and receptacles which are

common place in every home. See how wiring electrical outlets for the home are done. Just
click the Wiring Diagramsâ€¦. So when I put the new switches with the Red wires in the box,
what do I do with the Red wires? Learn more about wiring switches. Helping You Wire it Right.
Recent Testimonials I think your site offers the the clearest and best electrical information for
homeowners I have ever seen on the net. You have given me confidence to do my own projects
which I never had before. Paul, from Foxboro, Massachusetts I wish I found this site earlier, it is
by far the best electrical related resource I have found on the web. George, from Scranton,
Pennsylvania I love this site for an office worker that does not know anything about electric
wiring. Collin, from Grand Rapids, Michigan Thank you for answering my question. I was able to
get this done. This site is perfect. I am glad I found it. Please keep it going. Before we get to
wiring diagrams, here is how the 3-way switch terminals are color-coded:. Here is a schematics
in PDF format and a step-by-step process of connecting the wires with power at the switch:.
You can download the PDF file here to see more details. On the wiring diagram above we have:.
Electricity in this circuit travels through the hot wire across the first switch and through the
traveler wire to the second switch. After the light came on, electricity comes back through the
neutral white wire. If we flip switch number one , the circuit will be broken and the light will turn
off. Below is a step-by-step process of connecting the wires with power at the light fitting
download PDF file for greater detail :. Here is a downloadable PDF file for you! In the above
diagram, the power from the electricity source is coming through a two-wire cable to the first
switch. Three-wire cables are used between the two switches. As we power this circuit,
electricity will flow through the hot wire over to the second switch. As it goes through the red
traveler, it will stop at switch number one. When we flip the second switch, the electricity can
now go through to the light fitting and make it back through the neutral or white wire. In order to
turn the light back on, you need to flip the second switch again and the circuit will be complete.
Feel free to download a PDF file of the diagram above. In the step-by-step process below, we
will be connecting the wires to the power source and the light fitting attached to the same
switch:. We are including PDF files for printout and reference. To wire the circuit in this way you
will require the following cables:. In this circuit, electricity goes through the hot wire to the first
switch and then, to the second switch through the traveler wire. The power goes back into the
neutral white wire until the light comes on. A more detailed diagram is included in this PDF file.
The step-by-step process of connecting the wires with the power source and light fitting
between the light switches can be seen below:. Here is a more detailed PDF file. To wire this
circuit, you will need the following cables:. In this case, electricity flows through the ceiling box
from the first switch to the second switch. The circuit is disrupted at the second switch, so the
light is turned off. For the multiple lights version, please visit this page How to wire a 3-way
switch with multiple lights. Now you can download all the PDF files of our diagrams! Who are
we? We are a bunch of serious-minded people with a good sense of humor! Because in lifeâ€¦.
This is why our motto is:. Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in electrical systems.
Turn your hand made drawing or your concept into professional Auto CAD design by visiting
his online services page. Affiliate Disclosure. Even though we recommend products that we
like, some of them are linked to our affiliate partners that will pay us a small commission at NO
cost to you! Accuracy Disclaimer. This information was collected from a variety of sources and
is subject to change without notice. Safety Disclaimer. This article is for informational purposes
only and is not intended to replace professional advice in any way. You are using the
information provided at your own risk which includes, but is not limited to, maintenance or
repair, operation, installation, and safety precautions. Save my name, email, and website in this
browser for the next time I comment. Our Blog About us. Wiring Switches. Before we get to
wiring diagrams, here is how the 3-way switch terminals are color-coded: Green for Ground
Terminal. Brass color for Traveler Terminals. Black for Live or Hot wire. The power source is
coming to a light switch first. Light before switches. The power source is coming to light fitting
first. The electricity source and light fixture are connected to the same switch. The electricity
source and light is in between switches. Diagram 1. Light after switches power at the switch
Here is a schematics in PDF format and a step-by-step process of connecting the wires with
power at the switch: Step 1: Connect live or a hot wire to the common or black terminal of the
first switch. Step
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2: Use black and red wires to connect traveler or brass colored terminals of the first switch and
the second switch. Step 3: Connect the common black terminal of the second switch to the bulb
through the ceiling box. Step 4: Connect the incoming white neutral wire to the other light fitting

terminal. Step 5: Ground wires connect with the ground green terminals of both switches and
also with the bulb ground fitting terminal or common all ground terminals through green wires.
The ground wire is used for safety purposes. On the wiring diagram above we have: Two-wire
cable as an electricity source. Three-wire cable between switches. The two-wire cable between
the second switch and a light fixture. At your service,. And we follow it VERY seriously! Aqeel
Chaudhry Aqeel is an Electrical Engineer with experience in electrical systems. How do you
wire a 3-way switch with multiple lights? How do you wire a 4-way switch? You may be
interested in. Legal Information. Back toâ€¦. Main Page Wiring.

